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Vmaxx GmbH & Co. KG 

Pricelist - Das Zubehoer for FIAT Panda since 2013

CB05200 Multi mat  EUR  31,99
Loading sill protectionboot mat, Velcro snaps for attachment to the carpet. Dimension approx. 80 x 60 cm.
<b>Please note:</b> This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product.

KL02660 dog ramp  EUR  197,00
Dog ladder, innovative ramp loader, tripple telescopic, high grade mix of alloyplastic. "SuperGrip" on running
surface for safe step. The ramp is infinitely adjustable. Angled surface area with foamed cushion. Inkl. fixation
belt for stowage if not in use. Makes it easier to get inoff nearly every car. Load capacity up to 85 kg when
shared by 4 pads, steplessly variable73 to 163 cm, width 41 cm, stow dimension (W x L x H in cm) approx. 41
x 73 x 12, weight approx. 5, 5 kg.
<b>Please note:</b> This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product.

KL04285 Dog Ramp XL  EUR  223,00
Dog ladder in XL, innovative ramp loader, tripple telescopic, high grade mix of alloyplastic. "SuperGrip" on
running surface for safe step. The ramp is infinitely adjustable. Angled surface area with foamed cushion. Inkl.
fixation belt for stowage if not in use. Makes it easier to get inoff nearly every car. Load capacity up to 85 kg
when shared by 4 pads, steplessly variable83 to 183 cm, width 41 cm, stow dimension (W x L x H in cm)
approx. 41 x 83 x 12, weight approx. 7, 6 kg.
<b>Please note:</b> This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product.

VM03942 Roof Bar Signo RTD  EUR  354,00
Roof bar / roof rack carrier for vehicles with flush mounted roof rails, aluminium with aerodynamic profile 57 x
30 mm, bars with flute, support tube length 1.220 mm, max load 100 kg (please observe the roof load of the
vehicle), mounting tools with coded keys for easy mounting lock and theft protection.
NOTE: Roof bars for FIAT Panda / Panda 4x4 with roof rails

VM03943 Roof Bar Signo RTD  EUR  289,00
Roof bar / roof rack carrier for vehicles with flush mounted roof rails, alloy with steel cross bar covered with
robust plastic coating in black, 32 x 22 mm, support tube length approx. 1.220 mm, max load 100 kg (please
observe the roof load of the vehicle), the roof rack ships incl. tools with coded keys for easy mounting lock and
theft protection.
NOTE: Roof bars for FIAT Panda / Panda 4x4 with roof rails

VM04262 Side mouldings  EUR  68,85
Side protective strips in black, made of PU compound, satin finish, perfect fit on body profiles, weatherproof,
Easy installation – mouldings are stuck to the car body with a 3M self-adhesive tape, set of four strips, easy
assembly.
Attractive design, no sharp edges and stylistic correspondence with the line of the body - all this makes the
product special. Aside from the protective function, side moldings enhance the aesthetic qualities of the
vehicle by emphasizing the nature of its lines. The molded parts show their top quality from the very first
contact.
<b>Special Benefits</b>
The body moldings ensure very good protection of the car doors and their edges against dents and scratches
that can occur when parking in tight parking spaces. Molded parts are installed without interfering with the
body. They are installed with 3M self-adhesive tape that is factory applied to the molding surface.
<b>Security</b>
Molded parts consist of a PU compound. In the event of collision damage, this composite material will not
splinter or create sharp edges that are dangerous to those involved in the collision.
NOTICE: Side protection bars for FIAT Panda since 2013

All prices in EUR including VAT. Delivery is ex works, excluding shipping costs. Errors, omissions and intermediate sale without notice.
For all goods and services shall apply our currently valid general terms and conditions. Updated: 28.4.2024
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